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A. Introduction  

1. Background of the Study  

Writing is one of the important skills that EFL learners should master in 

relation to communicative function, especially the written one. Furthermore, in ELT 

context, it plays a significant role in making the learners train more aspects of 

language such grammar and vocabulary. Regarding this statement, Raimes (1983) 

says, “But the fact that people frequently have to communicate with each other in 

writing is not the only reason to include writing as a part of our second-language 

syllabus. There is an additional and very important reason: writing helps our 

students learn.” It means that teaching writing is not only making the students able 

to communicate in the written discourse, but also making them learn other aspects of 

language teaching.  

Unfortunately, teaching writing in Indonesian EFL context has not so far 

performed well as the result of the failure of ELT in Indonesia in common. Numbers 

of research show that despite of years of English learning many graduates of 

secondary school cannot master English communicatively. Madya (2013) writes,  

Unfortunately, the teaching of English in Indonesia has so far been unable to 

achieve its declared goals despite the many efforts made to improve its quality. 

A layman‟s observation has indicated that secondary school leavers who have 

learned this language for 6 years, with almost 900 hours of school teaching, 

are unable to use this language for communication purposes. This phenomenon 

can also be observed among university graduates and even among faculty 

members.  

 

It means that in common, ELT in Indonesia hasn‟t performed good result 

despite of the many programs conducted by the government to improve its quality. 

There are many factors causing this failure and the centralization is considered one 

of them. Regarding this finding, Madya (2013?) states, “Various factors have 

certainly contributed to this failure, but the highly centralized curriculum has been 

one of the many to be blamed for it.” It seems that till now the implementation of the 

curriculum is still centralized and becomes the main of the central government.  

The centralization of curriculum which usually urges the teachers to apply a 

particular method strictly can be harmful for ELT. This policy usually ignores the 

context in which the method is applied. Very often what suits in one context is not 

appropriate for other context. The use of the more flexible method is needed for 

coping with this problem. 

Post-method pedagogy gives the teacher more chance and flexibility to create 

their own teaching scenario in the classroom. It blends teacher‟s experience, 

knowledge and available methods to serve the learners the best in the classroom. 

What makes this prescription better is that it considers all detail of the contexts of 
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the classroom which can be known precisely by the teacher. Through this way, it‟s 

expected to give the best teaching practice for the learners. Kumaravadivelu (2001) 

says,  

I argue that a post-method pedagogy must (a) facilitate the advancement of a 

context-sensitive language education based on a true understanding of local 

linguistic, socio-cultural, and political particularities; b) rupture the reified role 

relationship between theorists and practitioners by enabling teachers to 

construct their own theory of practice; c) tap the sociopolitical consciousness 

that participants bring with them in order to aid their quest for identity 

formation and social transformation. 

 

This paper tries to offer a solution to the problem of the centralized teaching 

writing which causes the fatal failure by creating the more flexible; decentralized ; 

student‟s centered „method‟ which is called post-method pedagogy which is 

expected to formulate the best teaching writing practice in the classroom. It tries to 

formulate teaching writing using post-method pedagogy in Indonesian EFL context. 

  

2. Identification of the Problem  

The writer identifies the problem of this paper as follows;  

a. The importance of writing skill in students‟ academic life 

b. The failure of teaching writing as the result of the low performance of TEFL in 

Indonesia in common.  

c. This failure is caused by many factors; one of them is the centralized curriculum 

which limits the teachers‟ creativity to create their own instructional design in 

the classroom.  

d. Post-method pedagogy lets the teachers experiment with their experience, 

knowledge and available methods to create the best teaching practice in the 

classroom.  

e. The writer offers post-method pedagogy to be applied in teaching writing as it 

gives the large chance for the teacher to serve the best teaching practice by 

blending their experience, observation, knowledge and available methods and 

considering all contexts of the classroom.   

 

3. Delimitation of the Problem  

This paper is conducted to find out how is applying post-method pedagogy in 

teaching writing in Indonesian EFL context.  

 

4. Formulation of the Problem 

The writer formulates the problem of the paper as follows, “how is applying 

post-method pedagogy in teaching writing in Indonesian EFL context?”  

 

5. Objective of the Study  

The purpose of this paper is to find out how is applying post-method 

pedagogy in teaching writing in Indonesian EFL context. 
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6. Significance of the Study  

This study is important to give us insights how to improve the quality of 

teaching writing by applying post-method pedagogy which enables the teachers to 

serve the best teaching practice in the classroom.  

 

B. Theoretical Background  

1. Teaching Writing in EFL Context 

a. The Nature of Teaching Writing   

Writing is a kind of communication which relies on written discourse 

and visual form. It connects the writer‟s ideas to the reader‟s mind through both 

the printed media and in the electronic one. In contrast to speaking which can be 

trained in the informal way, writing requires more formal instruction about 

grammar, vocabulary, mechanics, and discourse.  

There are some reasons why writing is important to be taught in EFL 

context. Harmer (1998) says that it “includes reinforcement, language 

development, learning style and, most importantly, writing as a skill in its own 

right.” They connect each other to establish one‟s proficiency in English.  

Writing can reinforce the learners‟ mastery of new words or idioms. 

Very often, they are getting more familiar with them after they have practiced in 

sentences or in an essay. Harmer (1998) says, “The visual demonstration of 

language construction is invaluable for both our understanding of how it all fits 

together and as an aid to committing the new language to memory.” It is clear 

that writing helps the learners reinforce what they have learned.  

Writing is also considered as a part of language development that the 

learners will experience the process that will help them grow in learning a 

particular language. Harmer (1998) says, “… it seems that the actual process of 

writing (rather like the process of speaking) helps us to learn as we go along.” 

The more the learners write, the more they develop their fluency in a particular 

language.  

On the other hand, writing will help learners which have specific 

learning style. Harmer (1998) says, “For many learners, the time to think things 

through, to produce language in a slower way, is invaluable.” For this type of 

learners, learning English through the written discourse is easier than the spoken 

one. In this case, teaching writing will be helpful and fruitful to them.  

Finally, teaching writing should be considered as teaching one of four 

basic language skills. It means that it will be helpful for the students to conduct 

some tasks related to written discourse from writing a simple thing like letter to 

the serious one like academic, scientific essay. Harmer (1998) says, “by far the 

most important reason for teaching writing, of course, is that it is a basic 

language skill, just as important as speaking, listening and reading.”  
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b. Some Methods in Teaching Writing  

Teaching writing methods develop rapidly following the massive growth 

of the related fields. We can say that it is countless as there will be new methods 

invented continuously. Raimes (1983) says, “There is no one answer to the 

question of how to teach writing in ESL classes. There are many answers as 

there are teachers and teaching styles, or learners and learning styles.”  

This trend will not stop as long as the human maximize their brain to 

explore the universe from different perspectives. What makes it different with 

the past is that the experts cannot claim that a particular invention in the 

teaching writing method is the best among others. A particular method will 

constantly have efficacies and deficiencies.   

Despite the countless numbers of teaching writing methods, they can be 

classified into at least six approaches (Raimes, 1983). The first is the controlled-

to-free approach. This approach lies on the audio-lingual method principles 

which rely on the surface structure of the language.  It urges the use accuracy in 

every aspect of writing. It has sequential steps; starting from the strict structural 

writing, and then developing to the freer one. Raimes (1998) says, “the 

controlled-to-free approach in writing is sequential; students are first given 

sentences exercises, then paragraphs to copy or manipulate grammatically, for 

instance, changing questions to statements … “ In means that in the early stage, 

the students copy the sample of the sentences, and then change it into numbers 

of desired structures. For instance, ones should change a sentence which 

contains simple present tense to the context of the past. After having long drill, 

they may combine these sentences into the complex ones.  Finally, the students 

will be given the right to write freely after mastering numerous sentence 

patterns.  

In contrast to the controlled-to-free approach which relies strictly on 

accurate structure, the free-writing approach focuses on the idea of the writing 

and almost ignores the system of the language used. Raimes (1983) says, “the 

emphasis in this approach is that intermediate-level students should put content 

and fluency first and not worry about form.” It means that it prefers fluency to 

accuracy in the writing process since it encourages the students to jot down the 

idea into the written discourse as much as possible and consequently they will 

receive minimal correction of error from the teacher.  

The third is the paragraph-pattern approach. This approach departs from 

the assumption that different cultures have different way in expressing written 

discourse (Raimes, 1983). The students will be devoted to analyzing a sentence 

in a particular language and find out its features such as main topic, supporting 

sentences, transition, and idea organization. Then, they will be asked to copy 

this sentence and reorganize it into the new one. This approach blends the 

accurate structure and the fluent idea in the writing process.  
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The next approach is the grammar-syntax-organization. Combining the 

notion of accuracy and fluency, this approach considers grammar, syntax and 

idea organization important elements in writing composition. The students may 

jot down the idea and express it into the written form freely without ignoring the 

language system used in their writing. Then the students will “see the 

connection between what they are trying to write and what they need to write 

(Raimes, 1983). Finally, they will be able to link the purpose of a piece of 

writing to the forms that are needed to convey the message.  

The fifth is communicative approach which was born during the 

mainstreaming of its „guardian‟; Communicate Language Teaching. It focuses 

on writing in the real life context such as writing a letter to a friend, writing 

news for a newspaper, filling in the registration form, etc. Raimes (1983) says, 

“The communicative approach stresses the purpose of a piece of writing and the 

audience for it.” Thus, the purpose of the teaching should be how to make the 

students write as the means of written communication.  

All approaches that have been discussed previously focus on the writing 

products. A new trend in teaching writing moves to the notion that the students 

should focus more on the process of producing a good text. They will undergo 

certain steps in writing such as planning which includes group brainstorming, 

clustering, rapid free wrting, and WH-Questions; drafting; and editing. As these 

steps are recursive, the students may hope from one step to another (Seouw, 

2002).  

 

c. Micros-kills for Writing 

Teaching writing, especially in EFL context has some micro-skills that 

teacher should advocate in their every single teaching. The micro-skills for 

writing are;  

1) Produce graphemes and orthographic patterns of English.  

2) Produce writing at an efficient rate of speed to suit the purpose. 

3) Produce an acceptable core of words and use appropriate word order 

patterns.  

4) Use acceptable grammar systems (e.g. tense, agreement, pluralization), 

patterns and rules.  

5) Express a particular meaning in different grammatical forms.  

6) Use cohesive devices in written discourse.  

7) Use the rhetorical forms and conventions of written discourse.  

8) Appropriate accomplish the communicative functions of written texts 

according to form and purpose.  

9) Convey links and connections between events and communicate such 

relations as main idea, supporting idea, new information, given 

information, generalization, and exemplification.  

10) Distinguish between literal and implied meanings when writing.  
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11) Correctly convey culturally specific references in the context f the 

written text.  

12) Develop and use a battery of writing strategies, such as accurately 

assessing the audience‟s interpretation, using prewriting devices, 

writing with fluency in the first drafts, using paraphrases and 

synonyms, soliciting peer and instructor feedback, and using feedback 

for revising and editing (Brown, 2000).  

 

2. Post-method Pedagogy 

Post-method is an anti-thesis of method which finds the colonization agenda 

behind the vast development of the term “method” since the beginning of the 

twentieth century. Kumaravadivelu (2003) says, “… with the emergence of 

colonialism, methods seem to have assumed easily identifiable colonial 

characteristics.” Therefore, instead of seeking for the best method, he argues that we 

should start seeking for an alternative for the method that considers the plurality of 

the contexts in which ELT takes place. Thus, he proposes the post-method pedagogy 

to achieve this goal.  

The concept of post-method pedagogy states there will never be a single 

method that is complete for second or foreign language teaching. Language teaching 

should consider many complex factors such as participants, contexts, time purposes, 

etc. therefore “The notion that one method can be appropriate for every teacher and 

every learner in every time and every place is absurd when one considers the myriad 

factors that compromise a given language classroom.” (Catell, 2009). 

In the method-based perspective, teachers are often considered as the users of 

the theory which instantly apply the method established by the experts. On the 

contrary, in the post-method pedagogy the formers get involved in constructing 

“classroom-oriented” theories of practice. Therefore, it considers individuality, 

practicality and localness of the teaching practice (Kumaravadivelu, 1994).  

In applying the post-method pedagogy, Kumaravadivelu (2001) proposes 

three parameters of pedagogy. It includes; particularity, practicality and possibility.  

 

a. Parameter of Particularity  

This situation suits “parameter of particularity”, the term that 

Kumaravadivelu refers to one of the three elements of post-method pedagogy 

which urges language teaching practices to be sensitive to “a particular group of 

teachers teaching a particular group of learners pursuing a particular set of goals 

within a particular institutional context embedded in a particular sociocultural 

milieu.” (Kumaravadivelu, 2001) 

 

b. Parameter of Practicality  

Seeking an alternative method does not mean the independence and the 

exclusion of method in ELT. Instead, it suggests the teachers to modify and 

adjust an established method to realities of the local contexts, thus recreating 
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them as their own (Richards and Rodgers, 2001). The teacher “would be to 

simply allow teachers to choose from a variety of methods.” (Cattel, 2009). 

It is in line with the parameter of practicality which becomes the second 

elements of the post-method pedagogy. The bookish theory that the teachers use 

in the classroom should be practical and earthy by blending it with teachers‟ 

experiences in their teaching practices. This unique blend will help them 

construct their own theories about language teaching.  

 

c. Parameter of Possibility  

Second or foreign language teaching and learning also should be seen 

not only as learners‟ grasping new linguistic and cultural knowledge, but also as 

a tool to help them to come to grips when their own identity. That is, language 

education has to provide, “its participants with challenges and opportunities for 

a continual quest for subjectivity and self-identity,”  (Kumaravadivelu, 2001) 

and also for connecting their linguistic needs to their social needs. It is called by 

parameter of possibility which becomes the third parameter of post-method 

pedagogy.  

Kumaravadivelu (2001) argues that teachers should need to “develop the 

knowledge and skill, attitude, and autonomy necessary to construct their own 

context-sensitive theory of practice.” As to learners, they need to be not the 

mere recipients of knowledge, but actively take part in pedagogic decision-

making to promote the idea of learner autonomy.  

 

C. Teaching Writing Using Post-Method Pedagogy in Indonesian EFL Context  

1. Current Status 

Since its inclination to Indonesian education curriculum, English language 

has been being positioned as a foreign language. It is very popular and the only 

compulsory foreign language that should be taught in the secondary and tertiary 

schools. Passaung (2013) says,  

English is the most popular foreign language in Indonesia. It is the first and the 

only obligatory foreign language learned by Indonesian students at schools. It 

is not only a compulsory course in formal education – at secondary and tertiary 

levels – but also the most popular foreign language offered by thousands of 

private language foundations throughout the country. 

 

As teaching writing is often integrated with teaching other skills, the method 

applied always follows the approach of the new curriculum. When communicative 

approach was applied in 1984, for instance, teaching writing was carried out using 

the same approach (Setyono, 2014 and Sahirudin, 2014?). There was never an 

isolated independent method used in teaching writing.  

After having the renewal for several times, the curriculum for primary and 

secondary education in Indonesia adopts what is so-called “Curriculum 2013” in 

2013. This curriculum is claimed to meet the demand of the global challenge. It 

strives to make the students „curious scientists‟ in all lessons. Therefore it constitutes 
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the scientific approach to be used in the teaching learning processes. This approach 

involves three learning strategies; discovery learning, project-based learning and 

problem based learning. Each teaching should consist at least five steps; observing, 

questioning, exploring, associating and communicating (Kemendikbud, 2014).  

The implementation of Curriculum 2013 accepts widespread critics from 

many experts. Putra (2013?) write that criticism to Curriculum 2013 concerns the 

mismatch between the goals of the curriculum and the evaluation used to measure 

the success of the instruction. While the government has decided that the main goal 

of teaching English in the secondary schools is communicative, but the assessment 

cannot cover it adequately. The communicative competences should involve four 

language skills; listening, speaking, reading and writing, but current National 

Examination (UN) only assess only two of them; listening and reading skills.  

The most significant criticism that‟s worth addressing to this curriculum, 

especially in its relation to the post-method pedagogy, is its brutality in applying 

scientific approach in all English teaching contexts. This condition is against the 

current trend in ELT which promotes the “principles” of the post-method pedagogy 

which urges the teaching to be applied as contextual as possible.  

 

2. Using Parameters of Post-method Pedagogy in Teaching Writing  

Kumaravadivelu (2001) proposes three parameters to apply the post-method 

pedagogy in language teaching; parameter of particularity, practicality and 

possibility. These features interweave and interact with each other in its practice. 

Kumaravadivelu (2001) writes, “I visualize a post-method pedagogy as a three 

dimensional system consisting of three pedagogic parameters: particularity, 

practicality, and possibility.” These parameters also can be used as the guiding 

principles in designing teaching writing using the post-method perspective in 

Indonesian EFL context.  

The parameter of particularity considers all detailed contexts around teaching 

writing taking place. According to Kumaravadivelu (2011), teaching should be 

“sensitive to a particular set of goals within a particular institutional context 

embedded in a particular sociocultural milieu.” Before executing an instructional 

design, ones should consider sensitively the teaching objectives that should be 

attained, the micro-skill that is desired, the levels would be taught, and the setting 

where they will teach.  

In the recent curriculum, scientific approach becomes a single tool to present 

the material to the students. This policy also constitutes teaching writing which is the 

part of ELT. Scientific approach should be applied in all teaching contexts 

regardless the desired micro-skill, the student levels, and the classroom setting. It is 

ridiculous to think that the teacher should ask the students to make a composition 

project in the secondary school considering that they have not had adequate 

grammar mastery and idea organization to accomplish the task.   

This practice is against the parameter of the post-method pedagogy which 

urges the teachers to consider many detailed contexts before selecting the method. 
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The teachers do not need to abandon the “method” at all, but they may use the 

available methods with several considerations (Richards and Rodgers, 2001). 

Teaching writing in the junior high level where the students have low grammar 

mastery level, for instance, would be better using controlled-to-free approach than 

the scientific approach.  

The desired micro-skill also should become the preference in selecting the 

method. If the students were required to use acceptable grammar systems (e.g. tense, 

agreement, pluralization), patterns and rules in writing and use cohesive devices in 

written discourse in the same time, they would never achieve it using the scientific 

approach. Instead, they should use the grammar-syntax-organization approach which 

leads the students to train accuracy as well as fluency in writing process.  

Post-method pedagogy-based teaching will consider the setting where the 

teaching is taking place. It is hard to apply the scientific approach-based teaching 

writing in a remote village in West Java where the students still do not have access 

to the electricity, internet connection and representative library. The potential failure 

is tangible if the teachers are forced to do such this policy.  

The socio-cultural situation in the region will also contribute a stock in using 

the appropriate method. To some experts, the scientific approach which gives 

students large autonomy and independence during the teaching process is subject to 

fail. It is because “Indonesian students are not ready to be independent due to the 

strong influence of Javanese paternalistic values in their lives and in the government 

system captured from the observation of government bureaucrats,” (Dardjowidjojo, 

2000 in Sahiruddin, 2013). Therefore, a more structure-based approach is needed to 

meet this circumstance, so the writing teaching will be expected to reach its goal.  

Ignoring these detailed contexts, teaching writing in Indonesia will never 

reach its ultimate goal. Using Kumaravadivelu‟s post-method pedagogy perspective, 

it fails to meet the parameter of particularity so it will affect the failure of presenting 

the parameter of practicality into the classroom which will further impact to the low 

achievement of the teaching.   

Parameter of practicality gives the teacher more chances to use their own 

experiences to design the instruction. Kumaravadivelu (2001) writes, “a pedagogy of 

practicality aims for a teacher-generated theory of practice.” An SMP teacher in a 

remote village in West Java Indonesia who has more than 10 year teaching 

experience will be able to plan more precisely the instructional design for his EFL 

writing class than the experts who never know the technical context of the 

classroom.  

The last but not the least, the parameter of possibility will shape the 

uniqueness of teaching EFL writing in Indonesian context. Language education has 

to provide, “its participants with challenges and opportunities for a continual quest 

for subjectivity and self-identity,”  (Kumaravadivelu, 2001) and also for connecting 

their linguistic needs to their social needs. Therefore, teaching writing in Indonesian 

EFL context will respect the plural society of Indonesians. It should strengthen 
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“Bhinneka Tunggal Ika” that unites the society with diverse religions, tribes, and 

races. It will affect the method employed and the teaching material selection.  

These multi-dimension parameters of post-method pedagogy are expected to 

give a better result in teaching writing in Indonesian EFL context.  

 

D. Conclusion  

The centralized implementation of teaching EFL writing in Indonesia should be 

transformed into the decentralized one. It can be carried out by implementing post-

method pedagogy which considers the detailed context of the teaching and supports the 

teachers to generate their own theory as the result of their years of teaching experience.  

The post-method pedagogy in teaching EFL writing in Indonesia can be 

implemented by considering three parameters; particularity, practicality and possibility. 

The parameter of particularity urges the teacher to consider the contexts of the teaching 

before applying one method, while the parameter of practicality supports the teacher to 

maximize their own experience to theorize and design their instruction. The last but not 

the least, the parameter of possibility will shape the uniqueness of teaching writing in 

Indonesian EFL context.  
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